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This Teacher's Guide to_SERAPH1M_Software was written to help you and other
chemistry teachers make appropriate selections of software programs. It sug-
gests specific SERAPHIM programa that can be uted at you teach from each_chap-
ter in this book; suggestions are alto made regarding methods by which_each
program can be used moat effectively.. The_piogram_suggestions_are arraiged in
the same order as the chapters in_the textbook, and are classified by topic
and by type of cIassroom_use._ The brief description for each program includes
information to_facilltate your decision about when and how to include this
program in your course schedule.

How-programs-were-selected. This Teacher's Guide includes only a part of the
entire SERAPHIM software collection. Selections were based on two criteria:
1) lists of favorite programs suggested by teachers who have used SERAPHIM
software; and 2) programs we considered most appropriate for high school and
general college chemistry courses. (Refer to the SERAPHIM Catalogue for a
complete listing of software distributed by SERAPHIM.)

How_textbooks were-selected. The decision to provide a Teacher's Guide for
this textbook was made on the basis of input from classroom teachers and in no
way implies that Project SERAPHIM or NSF Science Education recommend or
endorse a particular textbook.

Teacher's Guide database. This guide was prepared by entering information
about each of about one hundred SERAPHIM programs into a database and then
searching the database for programs applicable to each chapter in the text-
book. In fall 1986 we expect to make the databate available od_disk and have
it appeai in the SERAPHIM Catalogue; it requires that you have_an IBM_PC_with
two disk drives and dBASE III tofteare. (See_SERAPHIM_News for_announcement
of availability.) Teacher's Guides_for this and five_other textbooks will con-
tinue to be available in printed form: _TG 001_,
tions by Parry, Bassow, Merrill & Tellefsea; TG 002, Cheinical-Principles-by
Masterton, Siowinaki & Stanitski; TG 004, Chemistryt--A-Moderm-Courae, by
Smoot, Price & Smith; TG 005,ntraciel-Snce, by Brown and
LeMay; TG 006, Chemistry: The-Studv-of-Matter by Dorin.

Sample-of-Tstehica Tips. At the end of this Teacher's Guide (on yellow paper)
you will find one example of_what we call Lesching_IimiAgEMEIMAgialisl--
more detailed suggestions for using SERAPHIM programs. Teaching-Tips.are in-
tended for persons who have selected a program by using this guide or the
SERAPHIM Catalogue and then want specific suggestions for and examples of its
use in the classroom. A series of Machiag-Tigs will be ready for distribu-
tion in late Fall 1986--see SERAPHIM Nees for details.

Acknowledgment. We want to express our thanks to_the many teachers who have
contributed ideas, lists of favorite programs, suggestions for use of pro-
grams, etc. Their help has been invaluable in creating this document.

Ypsilanti, Michigan
August 20, 1986
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TO III Ss.unase..ry _Prcsj SIERAPHIM

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM*; Commodore*

SERAPHIM HARDWARE RECOMMENDED F3R
DISK NUMBER AVAILABILITY * PROGRAM NAME(S) CHAPTERSi.

AP 101 Graphitti 01

AP 102 a0 Significant Figure Drill 01
a0 Graph 01

AP 104 a Dimensional Analysis 01

AP 105 Vernier 01

AP 201 Bohr Atom 04
a Chemical Hangman 22

Order The Elements 05
af3 Hydrogen 04

AP 202 Quantum Mechanics__ 04
Electron Arrangement 04
Spectral Lines Experiment 04

AP 204 Rutherford 01,03

AP 205 a Millikan Oil Drop Experiment 03
a Peeks -- 1984 06

Elemental Analysis 07

AP 206 Chemical Pursuit 22

AP 301 IsoMers 18

a
(Empirical) Formula
Excess

08

a Name The Ions 07
VSEPR 06

AP 303 Nati** 07

AP 304 Moles in Space 08
a0 Mole Calculations 08,09,3.1.
ap Quiz on Molar Masses 07

AP 305 a Mele Demo 07
Balanced Equations 08
Valence Drill 07

a Mole Exercise 11
Mole Drill 07
Mole-Mole Tutor 08

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
:mailable on IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 003 - v
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Tsackuargsg III/Madetrm verniestry

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED

SERAPHIM HARDWARE
DISK NUMBER AVAILABIL7:TY*

PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

RECOMMENDED FOR
PROGRAM NAME(S) CHAPTERS...

AP 306 Redoz:Game 22
LiMiting Reazent 22
Stoichiometry 08
Drill on Hole Concept 07

AP401 a Boyle 10
a Charles 10
a Boyle's Law Simulation 10
a Gas Laws 10

AP 402 d Gas Law 7 10
d CiI 9_ 12
a Balloon 10
a Lab Calculation -- Boyle's Law 10
a Gas Law 542 10

AP 403 a Dalton 10

AP 501 d Raft 2 13,14
d Titration__Curves 16,21
a Acid_Strenth 16,21
a ABS_Game 12
a Aci&Base Problems 16
a owry/Bronsted 15
a Weak Acid/Base- 16
et Concentration Quiz 13

AP 502 d Precipitation Game 13
a Molarity 13
a PH_(7 Programs) 16
a Solubility 13

AP 503 PH Plot 16

AP 601 a Equilibrium Sikulation 21
a Beginning Thermo Drill 20
a Ball Toss 21
a Reaction Rates 21
a Ratas 20
a Kinetics - A Lab Simulation 20

Balance 22
a Nernst 22

AP 602 CheMical DUngeons 22

* HARDWARE_AVAlLABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on_IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 003 = V1
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Tc% r i -_ Sunusuxx-y Prcj fact SERAPHIM

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM*, Commodore *

SERAPHIM_ HARDWARE RECOMMENDEDJOR
DISK NUMBER AVAILABILITY* PROGRAM NAME(S) CHAPTERS...

AP 603 a Molecular Speed Distribution 10,20
Faraday Aid 14,22
Faraday 2 14,22
An Equilibrium Simulation 21
Animation 19,20

a &lull Tic-Tac-Toe 21

AP 604 Electrodep 22
BUCL___ 19,20
Backtiter 16

AP 605 Xenon 21,30

AP 606 Kintherm 21

Kintherm Standards 21

AP 701 a Design-A-Drug 19

AP 702 Polymerlab 19

AP 704 CAMM: Conformational Analysis
& Molecular Modeling 18

AP 705 Polymerization 18,19
Organic Nomenclature 18,19

AP 706 Conformational Analysis 18

AP 801 aa Sulfuric Acid 21,29

AP 802 ed3 Waqual 13

AP 803 a Octane 18

AP 804 Lake Study 01,19,27

AP 805 a BCTC 01

AP 806 Refinery 18

AP 807 Mineral Resources 20

AP 808 Separations 13

AP 809 Pond Study 01,19,27

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 003 - vii
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SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

SERAPHIM HARDWARE-
DISK NUMBER AVAILABILITY* PRROGRAM NAME(S)

RECOMMENDED-FOR
CHAPTERS...

AP 902 a0 Six Solution Problem 01;05'11
Chemical Seardh 12

0 Chemprop- 13,16
0 Element SearCh 05

a0 Canal 1,2,3 13
Canal 4,5 13

AP 1001 Decay 03,31

AP 1201 B Heats of Reaction 20

AP 1202 13 Photochromit Kinetics 20,26

AP 1203 General Laboratory-Interfacing 12,20,22

* HARDWARE AVAlLABILITYt AIl_programs_available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk oUthe same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 003 - viii
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Summary Proj eic't _SERatkPHIM

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Other

SERAPEaM
ran NUMBER PROGRAM NAME(S)

ATARI

RECOMMENDED FOR
CHAPTERS...

AT 201 Rutherford 01,03

AT 301 Moles in Space 08
(Empirical) Formula 08

AT 401 Dalton 10
Boyle 10
Charles 10

AT 501 Solubility 13
Rest 2 13,14

AT 801 Sulfuric Acid 21,29

AT 802 Waqual 13

AT 803 Octane 18

AT 804 Lake Study 01,19,27

AT 805 BCTC 01

A2 806 Refinery 19

AT 807 Mineral Resources 20

AT 901 Canal 1.2,3 13
Six_Solution Problem 01,05,13
Element Search 05
Chemical Search 12

MACINTOSH

MC 304 Moles in Space 08

MC'801 Sulfuric Acid 21,29

MC 901 Canal 1.2;3 13
Canal 4,5, 13
Six Solution Problem 01,05,13

MC 902 Element Seardh_ 05
Chemical Search 12

TRS=.80

TR 001 Chemical Hangman 22
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Clmaptekr 01 Me.smrit in CI-xekmin'Cx-y

Eta Mita:

212LEMIZ:

TOPICS:

SIGNIFICANT FIGURE DRILL

AP102,C0102,111102

Significant Figures

Drill_ALPractice

Tutoring

No background in chemiStry

High school chemistry or science

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: SIGNIFICANT_FIGURE_DRILL is designed for student use as a tutoring or drill exercise in
the use_of_significant digits. The aser has the option of revieWing the rules, quizzing

the computer, or working on drill problems. The computer keeps score of correct answers
for the user.

MMEIJ1121g: GRAPH

ArIO2,CgYT,IBI02

TOPICS: Graphing

Data Analysis

1,1ffa:

1210910:10:

Data Analysis

Demonstration

High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year end middle level chemistry

Use that program as a demonstration before the first quantitative lab report requiring
graphing and data_analysis is due. GRAPH will accommodate up to 80 sett of data, with the

option_of_graphing algebraic, log, or trig functions, and giving the user.printed or video
data table, first derivatives, or least squares analysis as well as slope and intercepts
of lines.

EMBALBAHE: D/KENSIONAL ANALYSIS

DISIUMHZ: A710448104

Dimensional Analysis

Drill & Practice

Tutoring

TG 003 - I
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EMBAB-16ME:

MILE: High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

DIMENSIONAL ANAL7qT1 (Continued)

DESCRIPTION: This program presents the_user with dimensional analysis problems using lengtt, volume,

mass, and energy units. The final section has practice problems from all the previous

sections.

VERNIER

DISK NUMBER: 'MOS

maga: Methods of Chemistry

Laboratory Techniques

Drill & Practice

Pre Lab Discussion

Simulation

High school-science or:chemistry

ftneral college Chemistry

This program provides randomly generated_simulations_of_vernier scalesisuch_asiare found

on baromters_and analytical_balancesi_for the_user1s practice; _This program could also_

be_used to demonstrate the use and reading of vernier scales before the students go to the

lab;

EIMEALUME: ECC

majmalm: APSOS,AT8O5,IB805

TOPICS: Indmtrial Chemistry

Environmental Chemistry

Methods of Science

IELELLI:

PrOblem_Solving__

Introduce_Concept

*Simulation

No background in chemist*

High sdheOl science or chiMistry

Ad-Vended first level and middle level chemistry

TMSCRIPTIOH: Themser(s) must_make_recoamendations to the loc.& city government regardingidata onBCTC,

aisuspected_carcinogenothichines been found in the rivmr below a ttemical plant; The-

userbms literaturbi a laboratory, and:other task force meMbers available te help dedide

on the recossolintation tO be Made. .This is an excellent application of scientific method,

eepecially since no conclusive answer can be giVen to the problem.

TO 002: -2
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TO I X I ptekx- 3. Praj eact. SERae&PHIM _

=mum: GRAPHITTI

=Lamm: AP101,IB101

TOPICS: Graphing

Methods of Chemistry

MEM2E:

Data Analysis

No background in chemistry

High school science or dhemistry

General college chemistry

This program helps the user organize data into table or graph form. Capacity up to 50_

rows and 4 coluems in data table. User_has_choice of plotting any two variables in the

data table_in_graph_form._ Program_emphasizes the use of units for all measurements. Use

this program for individual or classroom sets of data.

tairii&BM: RirniERFORD

DISKNUMBER: AP204,A1201

TOPICS:

MU:

WSJ:

IEEE1212E:

Atomic Structure

Nuclear. Chemistry/Wiation

Methods of Chemistry

Demonstration

TUtoring

Problem Solving

High sdhool science or chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

This program is an excellent introduction to the "indirect evidence" approach to atomic

structure_modeling. Side 1 oL this disk_is a simulation of alpha-particle scattering that

could be effectively used either as a classroomsimulation or for individual tutoring.

Side 2 allows user to experiment creatively with the scattering phenomena.

maNNIAME: SIR SOLUTION PROBLEM

Rigum1BE: AP902,AT901,00902,3902,MC901

=NA: Descriptive Chemistry

Solution Chemistry

Periodicity

WA: Problem Solving_

Educational_Game_

Introduce Concept

TG 0°3PI
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EIMEALLENIE: SIX SOLUTION PROBLEM (Continued)

LINU: Nigh school chemistry

General_college diemistry

Advanced firSt year end middle level chnistry

IIESE112121: This program, which needs a color monitor to be effective, could be used an first day of

class stimulate interest in the course. Later an it_could be used to introduce

solution chemistry_or periodicity, since it uses three sodium salts (two are sodium

halides) and silver nitrate. SIX SOLUTIONS wes designed for problem solving; the user

mixes the six solutions, two at a time, in a spot plate and from the results determines

the contents of the six test tubes.

1201:11211M: LAKE STUDY

RIELEZIME: AP804,AT804

=Eat Enviromattal Chemistry

Problem sOlVing

Methods of Chniittry

Problem Solving

Simulation

No background in chemistry ,

High sthool science or chmaittry

Ad:Vented firet year and Middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program guides the_user_thatugb_the_steps of solving a scientific probler-a fish

kill_in_a hatchery. Animetion_alIows the user to search the library, to use colleagues'

expertise, to sample and analyze Like water, and to check the fifth in order to identify

the pollutant killing the fish. In the second part of the program the user sets up

controlled experiments in the lab to check the hypothesis in part one.

Lagimum: POND STUDY

Environmental Chemistry

Problem Solving

Methodi of Chemistry

Problem_Solving

Educational Game

Simulation

No betkgrOOnd in cheMistry

High sch6ol science or cnemistry

TG 003 - 41, 5



TO TX X Clutp ttax- 3 Pro j 'act SERAPHIM

EIMILIff

DESCRIPTION:

POND STUDY (Continued)

The user(s) is an_ecologist_who_has_been asked_to develop_a_hypothesis about_what is__

causing_a The_report must_be_supported_by experimental and literature data. A

simulated_library and laboratory are available to the user. The same format as LAKE STUDY

(ARM) but less rigorous; Good application of scientific method.

Catia.ptear 02

Campt.em- 03

Mattes= arid. ItB ChLaLrigets

At. cxm ± Stx-tic tlax-es

masj_saug: RIMERFORD

pilESSEE: AP204,AT201

EiregBIETZSIE:

Atomic_Structure

Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation

Methods of Chemistry

DoMehttratien

Tutoring

Problem Solving

High_school science or_diumistry

General college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

This program it-an excellent intredbaionito the "indirett iSidence" appreach to atomic

St:tie:hie Modeling._ Sile 1 of thug disk is a simulation of alpha-particle scattering that

could be effectively used either as a classroom simulation or_for_individual tutoring.

Side 2 allows user to experiment creatively with the scattering phenomena.

mamma: MILLIKAN Oil Drop EXperiment

agummdm: AP205,13205

=UM: Atomic Structure

LIMA

Demonstration

simulation

Data Collection

High sdhool scienCe Or_dhemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry



Teackmar'es Ouiclek: XXX/Mocbarn Chmirmly

EB221M-1163K: NILUMAN Oil Drop Experimmt (Continued)

DESCRIPTION: "Focus" on the individual oil drop ino change the applied potential on the drop to keep it

from moving. like this Simulation to introduce the concept of the charge on the electron.

The program has four pages of mathematical formulae that guide the user through the

calculations of the charge on the oil drop. Full screen animation sakes this program
suitable as a lecture and demonstration aid.

Ma/WM: DECAY

MUM& AP1001

Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation

UM:

LECILA:

REEZIELLTI:

Atomic Structure

Simulation_

Demonstration

Data Collectiet

NejaCkgreend in chemistry

High school_science_or Chemistry

General college chemistry

Collect the data from throe or more soctilaSiee haft a this prcgram to illustrate the

"randomness" of radii:Waive decay. The graphids_in this program are suitable for use as a

eleasrOOM demetittration that simulates the decay of 1000 atoms of *mystery substance. A
hard copy Oft)* dita can be obtained or a bar graph is available on screen.

Chaptemr O Arrartsmmmmt aff EI.eac.'Mrorms in AtOmit

MOWItlitig: ROM ATOM

2111LEMBEE:

YIKE:

AP20100O201

Atomic Orbitals

Atomic Structure

Electron Configuration

Sitalatien

Tutoring

Problem Solving

High_school chemistry

General college chemistry

REEZIEDI: Thia aimulation program allows user to select the wavelength of_radiation_to "excite" an
electron in the ground state of the hydrogen atom. Animation shows_the radiation exciting

the electron, the_radiation given off when_the electron falls back to ground state, and

demonstrates the relationship between the atom's return to ground state and the

savelength(s) of radiation chosen. User may use trial and error or calculate the

wavelength of light necessary for a speCific transition before using.

TG 003 - 6



TO CheLpteir L Praj dact. SERAPHIM

momAhug: QUANTUM MECHANICS

Insic NUMBER: 0202

1MIGE: Atomic Orbitals

Quantum Mechanics

Electron Configuration

ffra:

LIZRA:

Demonstration

Simulation

Introduce Concept

High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

AdVenced firgt year and middle level chemistry

PESCRIPTION: This simulation program allows_the user to input a psi-square diagram and the computer

then displays probability distributions based on that diagram. The randomness of electron

motion can be demonstrated by allowing tha computer to plot more than one graphic

distribution for a given psi-square wave.

agairLliatiP HYDROGEN

RIMIAMER: AP201,CO20I,I3201

Atomic Orbitals

quantum Mechanics

UM: Simulation _ -

Introduce Concept

General collage Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level ehemittty

121EILIEME: This program graphically portrays the radial wave functions and distribution probability

diagrams from ls to 3d for the electron of the hydrogen atom. It is an excellent lecture

aid for the introduction of this topic.

mium_HANg: ELECTRON ARRANGEMART

221510114: 0202,11202

Electron Configuration

Drill & Practice

Tutoring

Introduce Concept

=LE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

TG 003 - 7 ,
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Mmackamr's III/Mot:barn CimetmiStry

nESEMLINIE: ELECTRON ARRANGEMENT (Continued)

DESCRIPTION: The user is tutored and then allowed to practice the order of electron filling and the

writing of electron configurations. A bracket diagram is used to help the user see the

pattern of atomic orbital filling. There is a limited management program that allows user

to keep track of scores in the practice sections. Th..N first section could be used as a

lecture aid to introduce the order of orbital filling, especially if this program is to be

assigned later.

fagagiNjaff: SPECTRAL LINES EXPERIMENT

RIELABlint AP202,CO202,1B202

Eng: Atomic Orbitals

Electron Configuration

Quantum Mechanics

Problem Solving

Data Analysis

High schoel science or chemistry

General college_ chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: User inputs distance of light band to slit of light source, distance from grating to the

slit, number of linos on diffraction grating, and series being observed and the program

calculates the wavelength of hydrogen spectrum radiation.

Cksaptiar 05 Mei Pftriadic

zsgmaLums: six SOLUTION PROBLEM

LISENZIEB: AP902,AT901,C0902,13902,MC901

MINE: Descriptive Chemistry

Solution Chemistry

Periodicity

USE: Problem Solving

Educational Game_

IntrOdUta concipt

LASMELE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

TG 003 - 8
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DESCRIPTION:

SIX SOLUTION PROBLEM (Continued)

Ibis prograft, ihich heedt a Calor bonitor to be effective, could be used on_first_day of

elattito Stileilite interest in the course. Later on it could be_used_to introduce_

solution chemistry or periodicity, since it uses_tbree_sodium_saits (twoareisodium

halides) and silver_nitrate. _SIX SOLUTIONS_wasidesigned for_probIem soIving;_the user

mixes the six_solutions, two at aitime, in a spot plate and from the results determines

the contents of the six test tubes.

magmump ORDER THE ELEMENTS (1 OF 3 CHEMISTRY GAMES)

LEM :

DESCRIPTION:

AP201) IB201

Periodicity

Review

Drill & Ptettito

High School science or chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Use this program as individual or claas reviee of trends in melting points, density,

atomic size, ionization energy, electronegativity, number of electrons, and metallic

character. A periodic table that shows only the element symbols is available to the user
on keyboard command.

=MUSS: ELFXENT SEARCH

PIELNUMISB:

TOPICS:

DESCRIPTION:

AP902iAT901,C0902iMC902

Descrtptive Chemistry

Periedidity

Problee Seliting

Educational_Game

Review_Concepts

Problem Solving

High Bendel aditheit or Chiaistry

General college Chemistry

The computer assigns an unknown element to the user and answers up to eleven questions

about the chemical and physical properties of that element by user request. From the

answers, the user must deduce the identity of the element.



T-m---mkivargis 01.13.44km: MMI/Modearri Cimmisstx-y

criimpt.eir 06 Chemmical Bands

=MUM: VSEPR

usg_fignim: AP3O1

=NE: Molecular Structure/Shape

EZE:

Betiding

Demonstration

Simulation

LIM* High school Chemistry

ftieral college cheMittry:

Adltahded first year and middle level chemistry

REEKEZIO: By using heyboard_commandi_the user can_rotate graphic examples of compounds and ions that

have twoi_three or four bonding groups of_electrons_on any at all three Axis. This
simulation could be used as an effective lecture aid;

Eggiaajtanl: PEEKS--1984

2121aUng: AP205 Th205

Zang: Molecular Structure

Nuclear Chemistry

Isotopes

=LA:

REESIELLSE:

Calculations

Research

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry.

The computer calculates the quantitative isotopic pattern for the chemical formula input

by the user, both numerically and greOhically, based on successive isotopic splitting for

each of the n atoms in the formula.

CI-LawMer 07 Ctimmical Campossit.d.ams

milwoug: MOLE DEMO

nsugumm: HP305031305

12ZIGE: Kolas

AM: Demonstration

Introduce Concept

TG 003 - 10
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MOLE DEMO (Continued)

LIMA: High schoolichemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level thenittry

agatIELLW: This animated program simulates the stacking of paper a mole high from the surface of the

earth, while keeping numerical data an the number of sheets of paper and the distance from

the earth at the bottom of the screen. A very good nvisualizetion" of how large a mole

really is.

PROGRAM- -NAME: NAMING

MSK NUMBER: AP303

12E10: Chemical Formulae

Oxidation States

Inorganic Nomenclature

Unat Drill & Ptectide

Tntoring

=Lk: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: ExcellInt drill and practice program f'r individual use. The management system allows the

instructor to get a printed copy of usees score in areas of naming elements, writing

chemical symbols, naming and writing formulae of inorganic compounds. Progxam gives user

hints as to what is wrong with the answer and three chances to give the correct answer

before it is shown on the screen.

amffigmAfidg: NAME THE IONS

=mum: AP301,IB301

=ELM: Inorganic Nomenclature

MEW Drill & Practice

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

pESCRIPTION: Ibis four-level drill program will give the user lots of practice naming randomly selected

inorganic aseors. After two incorrect responses, the computer gives the correct answer.



Tmacluartis XXX/MaciEsrm, Cheanilst-ry

ZIMENUM: ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS

DISK NUMBER: AP205

1MGE: Chemical Formulae

Percentage Composition

Calculations_

Lab Data Check

LEIEW: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

11,111.

DESCRIPTION: The computer calculates the percentage composition to the nearest 1/1000 for the empirical

formula that the user inputs.

nomammg: QUIZ ON MOLAR MASSES

usugm: AP304,C0304,I3304

TOPICS: Moles

EMP Review Concept

Dzill & Practice

=Lk: High scimol themistry

General college chemistry

Magnagff: This 12-problem quiz randomly presents the user with the chemical formula and the name of
a compound and a choice of four molecular weights. The user inputs the letter of the
molecular weight selected. The computer keeps the user's score.

zmagmmuz: VALENCE DRILL

EISEMBIE: AP305,/r

TZUE: Oxidation States

Drill & Practice

WSW High schOol chemittry

General college chemistry

magnum User is timed as he/she inputs the oxidation states of ten inorganic ions or radicals

randomly generated by the computer. The program accepts valences in many forms, -2, 2= and
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ME&LBAS: MEM=

RIEBAUMASE: AP305,1B305

MEIM: Moles

Drill & Practice

LIME: High school chemistry

enerml college chemistry

gEBIUTOE: This drill_and practice program gives_the user_probiems in changing moles to_grams,

molecules to_moles, almes_to_grams, grams to molecules. Correct answer is given in

response to an incorrect input.

naligjam: DRILL ON MOLE CONCEPT

ELIKAMAga: AP306

TOPICS: Moles

MISE: Drill & Practice

Wag: High school ChaMistry
_

General college chemistry

PESCRIPT/ON: This drill program gives the user practics in changing moles to molecu es to grame to

atoms. When the user inputs a wrong *rawer, the solution is shown.

ChAptear 08 Equeatiorm arid Mmmas nealmtiommksipm

mogn_fibus: MOLES IN SPACE

DIELMJAM AP304,AT301,C0304 IB304,MC304

TOPICS: Melee

Pireblem Solving

Educational Game

Drill & Practice

LAME: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

practice_gas+_gives the user I00_tima units_to solve three problems

chenging_grass and molnr messes to :Wes. Any time units leftiOver can be recl0d in
another computer Baas On the disk. The uber :fill need a calculator and a periodic table

to play MDLES IN SPACE.

TG 003 - 13
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fammuoup (EMPIRICAL) FORMULA

=MAE: AP301,AT301,C0301,IB301

TOPICS: Analytical Chemistry

Formulas

Laboratory Techniques

MEW

Prelab Discussion

Simulation

High_school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

PESCRIPTION: Use this program as part of your pre-lab instructions or for individual tutoring in

correct lab procedure for obtaining correct data in determining the empirical formula of

potassium chlorats from the decomposition of the compound. This program could also be

used as a substitute for the actual Lab procedure if you are concerned about beginning

chemistry students heating potassium chlorate.

zegagaiisz : BALANCED EQUATIONS

aifi-HUMMEE: AP305

TOPICS: Chemical Reactions

Moles

Stoichiometry

Drill & Practice

Review Concepts

Tutoring

LEILA: High_schooI chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle loyal chemistry

MEW= t This excellent drill and practice program gives help during both the equation balancing

and mass-mass problem solving sections without solving the problems for the user. The

program could be used as an assignment oi for extra practice.

=mum: MOLE-MOLE TUTOR

RLELEMSER: AP305

Stoichionetry

LW: Tutoring

Introduce Condept

TO 003 - 14
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Empam_EANE: MOLE-MOLE TUTOR (Continued)

LEILA: High school dhemistry

General college chnmistry

DESCRIPTION: The user bas the option of starting with gramsi moles, or molecules in Cnis-tutoring

pragram using theireaction of aluminum hydride and_ water. The computer shows_the mole

ratios of reanantt arid prodUtts and carries out the calculations recluired while

explaining the procedure to the uter.

PROGRAM NAME: STOICHIOMETRY

DISK NUMBER: AP306

TOPICS: Stoichiometxy

WA: Tutor

Drill & Practice

High school cheeistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program can be used for tutoring or drill in the solution of mass-mass problems. The

user utast convert the given mass to moles, input the number of moles of the unkown formed

and then convert the moles to grams. There is a periodic table available in the program.

B3206lilia: MOLE CALCULATIONS

LOLEMZE: AP304,00304 k111304

TOPICS: Moles

Problem Solving

Drill & Practicm

Educational Gib,

MALE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This game-format drill and practice program can accommodate up to six users, each working

the same mole calculation with a different assigned "given" starting amount. Assign it

for individual hclp or for competition. The computer can be used as a cculator by

keyboard command.

TG 003 - 15
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C1-1.Apt.mr 09_ M'ira Impart:mint Ommego: Oxygearx
and Hydragesrx

12111L11112113:

=Lk:

DTACELEME:

MOLE CALCULATIONS

AP304,C0304,1B304

Melee

Prot:lie Solving

Drill_Ec_Practice

Educational Game

High sdhool chemistry

General college chemistry

This game-format drill and practice program can accommodate up_to_six_users, each working

the same mole calculation_with a_different assigned_givenli_starting amount. Assign it

for_individuaI help or for competition. The computer can be used as a calculator by

keyboard command.

Cliimptekr MO Then Omm I.mws

MIBULEAUE: BALLOON

RUILEUISB: A11402,1B402

igng: Gee Laws

Ma: Simulation

Demonstration

Introduce Concept

211211110:

High sehool-science or Chemistry

General collegacheMittry

Adtinked firit year and middle level Chemistry

This_program helps students visualize the direct and inverse relationships between

temperature, pressure, and volume of an enclosed gas. The user impute a change in either

pressure or temerature and the volume of balloon on the right of the screen reflecta this

change. The origiaal balloon also remains on the screen for cemparison. Bar graphs at

the top of the screen reinforce the rolationships of pressure, volume, and temperature.

BOYLE

pjagjoin: AP4131 AUDI IB401

TG 003 - 16
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fEggEALEWE: BOYLE Continued)

TOPICS:

OM:

Gas Laws,

Data Analysis

IreMenstratien

Simulation

Data Analysis

High_schooi science_or_chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This simulation otogtat Could be Uted as a substitute* for the lab procedure, either_by

the Whele class or for an individual who missed the lab.The_graphing(analysis of_data)

portion could be an effective lecture aid_to_help students_see the_relationships_between

pressitre and_volume_of enclosed_gases_or_it couldibeiused=as a tutoring device for

students_having_probiems_completing the Boyle's_law:laboratory report. (*A safe

substitute, since the use of mercury is eliminated.)

DMML1AALZ: maim

ELELINtaa: AP401 ,AT401 ,IB401

ljna :

Gas Laws

aata Collection

Simulation

LEM: High school science_or_chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This simulation of Charles' Law allows the user to collect data that shows the

relationship between volume end temperature of an enclosed gas. Because it is programmed

for easy access by a number of students, one could use this as a safe substitute for

heating air trapped by mercury plugs.

PROGRAM NAME: GAS LAW 7

=ARUM: AP402,IB402

rgEZE: Gas Laws

MITA: Tutor

Introduce Concept

LOU: High sCh001-science or chemittry

General college chemittry

;.s

TG 003 - 17
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=MUM:

GAS LAW 7 (Continued)

This introduction_to_gas_laws_program_allow the_user to_input values for one of_the

variables that_affect_enclosed_gases and the_coaputer calculates_the values for the other

variable;___From_that_information the_user_answers questions about the kindiof

relationships derived. Individual students could use this program to an advantage.

=MUM: DALTON

augunflug: AP403,111403 ,AT401

TOPICS: Gas Laws

0112: Simulation

Educational Game

1413114: High sChool science or chemistry

General college cJemistry

Advanced first vear and middle level chemistry

pESCRIPTION: User adds gasar heat tls_an enclosed gas, using game paddles, to attain a maximum pressure

without exceeding_the "blOw-out" pressure. TUE can be done in competition format or by

experimental design.

gnallikSME: BOYLE'S TAW SIMULATION

AP401,13401

MUM: Gas Laws

ME: Data Collection

Simulation

High school chemistry

General college chemiStry

ISEEMILTIE This program simu/ates the CHEM Study Lab where students collect data_to_show the

relationship between pressureand_volume of an_enclosed_ges_using_syringes_and_books.___The

user can collect_data_by_adding_one_book at a_time_and_reading_the_volume of gas in thei,

syringe.__Successive_runs_of_the program_do NOT_give you exactly the same readings, so the

program can be used to collect class data by individual students.

ENONLHANg: GAS LAWS

ELIUMIZE: AP401,1B401

Gas Laws
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Mg§:

GAS LAWS (Continued)

Tutoring

LEYILE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This-gas law tuterial program Offers the user the option of approaching_the_solution of

problems by either the formula method or the logic method aiter a graphic background is

presented.

EmBAN_Ham: LAB CALCULATION--BOYLE'S LAW

=mum: AP402,1R402

Mal Gas Laws

MAW: Lab-Data Check

Data Analysis

MEW High Otheol-Chinittry

aeheral college chemistry

MOM:LW This program_willaccept_volume_from threetrials, using up to_three boots pressure eath,

from_pressure.volume_labs similar to CHEM Study Lab_4,- and-will retUrn a print7oUt Of the

average volume plus the uncertainty as well as the high and low valuot of 1/Volume.

Printer is necessary-.

=mum: GAS UM 542

Digugum: AP402,1B402

TOPICS: Gas Laws

magi: . IntrOdUte Concept

Tutoring

=Lk: High school chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This is simple version of GAS LAW 7, where the user inputs the number of moles, volume,

temperature and pressure of an enclosed gas to obtain a data table that shows_the

relationship between two of the variables. The user then answers questions based on this
table.

maull: MOLECULAR SPEED DISTRIBUTION

=maw AP603,18603
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MiliatUalcg MOLECULAR SPEED DISTRIBUTION (Continued)

TOPICS: Kinetics _

Reaction Rates

Gas Laws

Demonstration

Introduce Concept

Simulation

High_sChool_chemistry or science

General_college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chedittry

PESCRIPTION: The ability to graph the speed distribution for a gas of Jour choice at many temperatures

on the same screen muss this simulation program_a natural_for classroom demonstration of

the relationship between molecular speed and reaction rates. You can use a temperature
range from 1K to above 10,000K.

Cklaptesr 11 Malacular Campositiark of Gamegm

Emoubms: M3LE CALCULATIONS

PIELIESZIP AP304,C0304,13304

MEISM: Moles

PrOblem Solving

OHM:

Drill_&_Practice

Educational Gam

Hilsh sdhool-chealstry

GaNatal college Chemistry

This game-format_drill_and_practice_program_can_accommodate up to six users, each working

the same mole_calculation_with_a_different_assigned,"given" starting amount. -Assign it

for_individual help or for competition. The computer tan be used at e calculator by
keyboard command.

nisBALIAM: MOLE EXERCISE

AP305,1B305

TOPICS: Moles

Gas Laws

Drill & Practice

TG 003 - 20
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MENUINZ

UMW

DESCRIPTION:

MOLE EXERCISE (Continued)

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

This drill and practice program has ten problems relating to molar volumes (STP),

Avagedro's number, and molar messes of gases in multiple choice form. User gets only one
chance to input answer. Solutions are shown for incorrect answers.

chapteir 12

ISSEILIME:

RLM-HUM:

MIGS.

012

REERIEZIE:

LIELE13123:

LicisiiesSo1idsWer

CHEKICAL SEARCH

AP902,AT901,C0902,MC902

Descriptive_Chemistry

Problem Solving

General Review

Review concept

Problem Solving

Drill & Practice

High_school_chemistry__.

Gmeeral_coIlege Chemistry

Advanced first year and eiddle level chemistry

Utethis program to rev-dew and/or reinforce the way in which_the chemical_and physical__

properties of compounds can be used to_distiuguish_between_theateither_on_an individual _

student basis or in the classroom_by_dividing_the class into teansi competing on the basis

of number of clues necessary before the neobunin" is properly identified.

ABS GAME

0501)18501

Descriptive_Chemistry

Problem Solving

General Review

Ededetional Gale

Review Concepts

Problem Solving

High_school chemistry__

General college Chemistry
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Maki LIM: ABS GAME (Continued)

ZEBIZZION: The physical and chemical properties of b cbmpoundt are randomly revilaled to the user; the

object of the gime is to mach the properties given with one of 17 possible compounds in

the memory bank. This method of rmview and problem solving could be used by one or two

individual players, or by a class that is divided into teams.

=MUM:
=LIMNER:

ZZE:

LIME:

CAL 9

AP402,13402

Beicriptive Chemistry

Problea_Solving

Data Malysis

sign school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

This program gives de user time and temperature data on heating and cooling a pure

substance and the MOMS of nine organic compounds that the unknown could be_. From the

data given and usinua CRC Handbook, the user identifies the compound. This is a very

simple application problem for beginning chemistry students.

ZNEALIAS: GENERAL LABORATONY INTERFACING

pIELMM: AP1203,001203

litZLGE: Interfacing

REEMI133211:

Hata collection
luta Ana aloe
Interfacing

High_school_chemistry

General_colIege Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level nhemistrY

Bier cen cilibrite And tilt a thirmittar or Blocktronic I interfaced to the computer. The

&Vice* nen thin be usied to monitor changes continuously or sample at intervals. Both

graphic and numeric data displays are_available and_data files can be createdThe

written materials in LM 010, LH 002, and LK 003 contain specific instructions for

construction and use of the interface devices.
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Ckmap .tx- 13 So 1tat. 3. arks

aggEfiLIAME: SIR SOLUTION PROBLEM

RIELEMIR:

70PICS:

MM:

LIZEBIEZIM:

AP902,AT901,C0902,1B902,MC901

Descriptive_Chemistry

Solution Chemistry

Periodicity

Problem Solving

Educetional Game

Introduce Concept

High_school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

This program, Which needs a color monitor to be effective, could be used on first_day of

claim to stimulate interest in the course. Later on it could be used to introduce_

solution chemistry or periodicity, since it uses_throl sodium OaIts (two are sodium

halides) and silver_nitrate. _srx SOLUTIONS was designed for problem solving; the user

mixes the six solutions, two at a time, in a spot plate and from the results determines

the contents of the six test tubes.

MFALMEZ: RAST 2

12111LESSEE:

TOPICS:

PESCRIFTION:

AP5Ol,AT501,IB501

Solution Chemistry

Moles

Collipative Properties

Demonstration

Introduce_Concept

Simulation

High school chemistry

Amaral college chemistry

Advanced first year And middle level chemistry

This simulation program_introducss_theiimalal_depressioniconstant concept and formula; _The

user_determines_the_melting_pointiofipure_ camphor and thamelting point of aimixture of

camphor and_an unknown_ using the Rest method by,reading the haleness, cant/tilling the heat

appliedi_end_rmadtngitheifinal melting poiht;, The computer gives the user a data susmary

and another look at the forault, so that he/the can calculate the molecular weight of the

unknown.
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Mraiiilitalt PRECIPIT/ZION GAME

MUMMER: AP502,1B502

=NE: Solution Chemistry

Solubility_

Equilibrium

Educational Game

Problem &caving

UMW High_schoel Ohliiiktry

General college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

REEZIMCE In this educational ame, two players axe each given sets of five a:tions and ten anions.

The object is to form as many precipitates as you can during your turn. When one player

mikes a mistake, tbe screen changes ion sets and the other player forms precipitates. The

instructor has the option of letting students use solubility tables during play.

zsgirm_mg: SEPARATIONS

DIALBMIZE: AP808

MO: Solubility

Bonding/Polarity

Laboratory Techniques

Tutoring

Simulation-

IntrOdUCe concept

LAM& High school science or chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

PESWPTION: The two introductory sections of this program are excellent tutoring or review on the

subjects of polarity and solubility of compound*. Starting With covalent bonds and

electronegativity, the polarity of mainly organic molecules And its relationship to

solubility i* presented. Simulations of paper chromatography and an analysis of

pesticides are applications of the concepts learned in the tutoring section. These could

be assigned or could be a special project for beginning students.

nammiAME: POLARITY

=Mug: AP502 k111502

Concentration Problems
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BIEBAL4_116LIE: MOLARITY (Co:Minded)

Drill & Practice

LIME: High school_chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program randomly lenerates 10 pl'obleas givng c...1ther amount of solute and voluale of

solution, volume and concentration, or grans of solute And volume of solution. There is a

limited management system that keeps track of right answrzs. Good program for individual

ERMAMAAMI: WAWAL

DISK NUKBER: AP802,111802,AT802,C0802

TOPICS: Envirenmental chemist*

Inddstrial Chkeistry

Problem Solving

Mgia:

Simulation

Problem Solving

Educational Gawe

No background in chemistry

High school science or chemistry

Advanced first year and middle leNel chemistry

MallINE: In this simulation/game, the user controls tP-e percentages of primery, rammulauT, and

tertiary_treatment at the local water trtatmont plant to keup the dissolved =nen above

the government standard of 5 mg/L. Introductory pages have needed information about

terminology and procedures. User has the option of saving his data and returning to the

game Later, since it requires more than one class period to play.

=MUMS CANAL 1,20

rag_Nmen: AP902,A2901,C0902,0902,MC901

TOPICS: Analytical Chilistry

QUalitative Analysis

1+12212t

Simulation

Problem_Solving

Review Concept

High scheol-science or chédistry

General college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPT/OF: These simulations of qualitative analysis schemes for groups 1, 2, and 3 could be used as

a pre-lab review or quiz, as a substitute for the lab, or as a review before a lab test.
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=mum CANAL 4,5

=WM: AP902 ,MC901

t

PIZATZZIRE:

B2366-50:

DIRLEIMS:

WM:

MCA:

Analytical_Chemistry

Qualitative Analysis

Problem Solvimg

Simulation

Review Concept

Problem Solving

Advanced first year and middle:level Chemistry:

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chem

These simulations of the qualitative analysis scheme& for groups 4 and 5 could be used as

pre-lab tests or tutoring, as substitution for th lab itself, or for post-lab review.

CONCEMATION QUIZ

AP501,I1150l

Concentration Problems

Solution_Chemistry

Scaubility

Problem_Solving

Review Concept

High schoel chemistry

&amoral college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The user is given sets of four solutions to arrange in order of decreasing concentration.

Concentrations are given in blame of saturated solutions, eolarity and number of molecules

in a given volume. User has access to a data table of solubilities and molecular weights

for assistance in making decisions. Explanations of wrong answers are given.

12221121.1115:

PIALIBASZA:

CHEMPROP

A/902,00902

Descriptive Chemistry

Analytical_Chemistry

Problem Solving

Problem Solving

Review Concepts
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Mohm_mag: CHEMPROP (Continued)

LIME: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

mgmauzg: Using_tesic_laboratory tests to determineitschemical and physical_preperties, the user
identifies the unknown:compound selected by:ne computer. This program could be used for
review and for developing seat problem-tolViai Skillt.

M§LEing: SOLUBILITY

RIg_ammin: AP502,13502

TOPICS: Solubility

Chemical Reactions

Chemical Formulae

Wg: Educetional Game

Review Concepts

Protlem Solving

High schooi_dasmistry

General_colIege elvemistry

AdVanted fitet year And Middle level chemistry

DISCRIPTION: Up to four players can_use this program.Each is_randamly dealt_from four to eight ions

end_is_given_the_choice_to_form_a_precipitate, a gas, or pass._ _Two chances are given te

score from each set of ions; This is a fun way to review solubility.

calLa.pter 1l mamizatiom

ZEMELlitia: RABT 2

RIELMNUE: AP5OI,XI5OI,IE501

TOPICS: Solution Chemistry

Molet

Colligative Properties

Demonstration__
Introduce Concept.

Simulation

=LE: High school chimietry

General college chemistry

Advanced arw .:. year and middle level chemistry
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RAST 2 (Continued)

algabgla: This simulation program introduces the motel depression constant concept and formula.__The

user determines the melting point of pure camphor and the melting point of a mixture of

camphor and an unknown using the Rest method by reading the balances, controlling the heat

applied, and reading the rinal melting point.__The computer gives the user a data summary

and another look at the formula, so that he/she can calculate the molecular weight of the

unknown.

INSMUMS: FARADAY 2 (and FARADAY AID)

mnammat M603033603

MUM& Electrochemistry/Electrolysis

Chemical Reactions

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

: Turoring

Usftnistration

Data Collection

High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

nErtgurna: The instruction section of this program introduces the concepts of electrolysis, coulombs,

and Faradays. The user may set the temperature, pressure and time (and if you have

peddles, car change the amount of current) in this electrolysis of_water simulation and

then read the volume of each goin collected in order to calcutate the value of a Faraday

(see Faraday Aid for help). _The simulation itself could be used as a lecture aid to

introduce the topics of electrolysis or redox reactions.

Cholptetr 15 Acids, DEAMmm, arxd Salts

ERSIMULM: LOWRY/BRONSTBD

PIALMESE: AP5OI,IB501

=GE: Acid-Base Chemistry

rafting-

Drill & PriCtide

Introduce Concept

LIME: High school chemistry

General college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
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PROGRAMHRAME: LOWRY/BRONSTED (Continued)

MWSILN: An excellent tutoring and practice program that_focuses on Vile Bronsted/Lowry conceptiof

conjugate acid/base pairs. Inithe problem portion, the user may choose up to nine acids

tO arrange in order of decreasing Strength bated upon-the equilibrium reactions given.

The problem section cauld be used in a classroom setting.

Cftmptear 16 A=J4Beasset Tit=mtiarx arid pH

PROGMM NAME: C1DD4PROP

21_4 jgagz: AP902,C0902

TOPICS: Descriptive Chemistry

Analytical_Chemistry

Problem Solving

ProbIem,Solving

Review COnCepta

Nigh scheol chemistry_

Generel college Chemistry

Advanced iirst year and middle level chemistry

niagamo: Using_basic laboratory Vests to deVerminnits chemical and physical properties, the user

identifies the UnknoWn-cempOUrid selected by the computer. Thit program could be flied fok

review and for developing tome problem=SolVing Skint.

riMEALEfia: pH (7 Programs)

MELETIBME: A12502,3502

Acid-Base Chemistry

Tutoring

Drill & Practice

High school-chemistry

General college Cheeistky

Advanced firat year and middle level Chemistry

migumm: These seven tutoring_programs cover acick-base concepts,_including integer and fraction pH,

strong_and weak acids, Ka, (11+],_(OH-], buffer solutions and titration. The user is given

quantitative problems to solve, most of which require the use of a calculator.

EBOIRAUAAMP psi PLOT

RIEUENIZE: AP503

TG 003 - 29
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Tsez=ftmr's Outicles: MIX/Modeerrx Cftek-mistry

nagum_maz: pH PLOT (Continued)

MM:

Ma:

LIATEA:

Atid-Wate ChiskiStry

Analytical CheMistry

Equilibrium

Demonstration

Lab Data Check

Simulation

High school-ChoMittry

General college_choeistry

Aivancod first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: With keyboard commends the user can titrate strong or weak acids against strong or weak

bases._ The introduction section explains the use of equilibrium expressions to calculate

the pH of the solution during titration. This program can plot titration curves faster

than performing the real titration with pH meter, can be used to check student

calculations, and to determine the volume at which neutralization occurs graphically and

mathematically.

PEZENUME:

MULANUMEB:

MEE:

ZEE:

pESCRIPTION:

211M61111M:

=UMW
MEE:

BACKTITER

AP604

Analytical Chemistry

Quantativo Analysis__

Laboratory Tethniques

Simulation

General college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

The technique af_back titration to analyze a complex_mixture of carbonates is simuLated in

this program. The_ user has tte option of computer-standudized solutions or user can

standardize with the computses hnlp. This program can be used as a pre-lab assignment to

acqtfaint students with the techniquy or to actually collect data to deterline the

couposition of the mixture of sodium carbonate and bicarbonate.

ACID-BASE PROBLEMS

AP501,1B501

AciO73ase_Chemistry

Concentration Tarmino/ogy/Probiems

Review

Drill & Practice

TIG 003 - 30_-
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mism_shup ACID-BASE PROBLEMS (Continued)

LENA: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: up_to six_players may use_this_program to compete forrop score_in solving normality and

molarity problems, for (11+) and (011,-) using Ku, for pH given 10711 or i0H7], ortitration

problems given concentration-of either the-acid or bate. Esti: player solves the tame

problem, bUt it assigned a different nulerical "giVen" Amount.

PROGRAM NAME: WEAK ACID/BASE

LagumfigE: AP50I,IB501

muskt Atid-Bete chooittty

TUtoring

Drill & Practice

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: User is given the molarity and dissociation constant for a weak acid in aqueous solution

at room temperature and must solve for the pH of the acid. In some cases the quadratic

equation must be used. There is an opiion of using the printer or the screen during the

"check" session, where an explanation is given for wrung answers.

gftgamulap EXCESS

=LAMM AP301,IB301

TOPICS: Acid-Base Chemistry

Stoichiometry

Equilibrium

REE2: Wethonsttation

Introduce Concept

Post Lab Discussion

High sdhool_chemistry

Gamma-college chesistry

AdvanCed first year and middle level thedittry

PESCRIPTION: EXCESS was designed for classroom demonstration to introduce the concept of excess

reagent. It is especially effective for_showiag_wrat happens_to the_pH_of_the_solution_as

you gat close to the endpoint_of a fitratión,since thecomputer calculates the pH as well

as the moles of excess reagent and mules of water formed.



Tesacluarts Guides: III/Maderri Ckimmistry

magiu_ssig: TITRATION CURVES

DISK NUMBER: AP501,1B501

MEE: Acid-Base Chemistry

Analytical Chemistry

Equilibrium

TUtoring

Demomtration

Introduce Concept

LISLE: Genaral college chemistry

Advinced first year and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

DESCRIPTION: ammo ttds program allows the user to input the name, dissociation constant, and the

concentration of the acid, it could be used to introduce the conceptr of weak, diprotic,

and triprotie acids by competing the graphs of their titrations with a strong base. A

printout of the concentrations of H+, HA, B, and A- at every .25 change in pH is

available. The explanation section is good for tutoring the user.

BOMMLMM:

=Jan&
WIMP

ACID STMENGTH

AP501,13501

Atid=Beitt ChiMistry

librium

Solution Chemistry

Demmtrnion
IntrWuceWmept
TUthrift

Higksthool.thmistry
General college themistry

DESCRIPTION: The first screens of this program ars tutorial on the concept of the dissociation of

strong and weak acids. For demonstration or to use the program to introduce the concept,

start with the graphic representation of the Cissociation of HX to H+ and X-, then watch

the acid molecules dissociate on screen and compare the percent dissociations that are

calculated.

Cftap'tes= 17 Cmxquarx mmet Mt;ss Oxiclems
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Cf.:apt-Es= 18 Hydraceirbamis

EMBALIANg: ISOMERS

=LAMM: AP301,C0301,11301

MIGE: Isomers

Molecular Shape/Structure

Transition Metal Chemistry

ZEE:

LEM

MMIIEZIM

ZFONLANSE:

DIEL112212:

MEM

Drill & Practice

Demonstration

Simulation

General college_chemistry

Advanced first_year_and_middle_level chemistry__
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

This program, which presents two octinedral structure* with six randomly chosen ligands

for user determination a* to whether the structures are identical, geometric isomers, or

enantiomers, could be used to introduce the concept of isnmers in the classroom setting or

used as drill and practice for individual students.

OCTANE

AP8034E803,A1803

Organic Chemistry

Combustion Reactions

Educational Game

Tutoring

Nchackgrinnid in Chemistry

High sdhool science or chemistry

General college chemistry

pESCRIPTION: This program has extensive tutoring pages in hydrocarbon chemistry, which it relates to

octane numbers and compression ratios. The user applies this information to winning a

traveling pee by arriving at a choSen destination without running out of money. Good

application of hydrocarbon properties to the operation of cars--an interest area of most

teenage students.

ZEMBALEAMS: REFINERY

RIALENUB: AP806,AT806

lglIci: IndOitrial CheMistry

Organic Chemistry

Problem Solving

TG 003 - 33
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magfituams: REFINERY (CO:Minded)

RESSZECEE:

IIIMEOLUM:

=LIME:

MEE:

121021121at

=MUM:
MILE=

IMP

Educational Game

Tutoring

No_background_in_themistry_

High school science or chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level thamistry

ExtanSive tutoring pages give the user enough background to become the Operations Manager

of i refinery. The job description includes purchasing crude oil to meet specified

demends, refining it and making a profit. Excellent for developing problem solving

skills.

CAHN: conformational analytit & Molecular Modeling

AP704

Organic Chmmistry

Molecular Structure/Shape

mmmtrnim
nwitaft
mtrodumkumapt

General_collige_chemistry_

Advanced first year and middle,level Chemistry_

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate Chemistry

ThiS program containa excellent 3=l) graphical representations of organic

can be roteted on an axis or a bond by use of keyboard commends. Atthe
screen, there is a simultaneous graphing of the potential energy changes

conformational changes. Use for classroom lecture aid or for individual

assignment.

CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS

AP706

Molecular_Structure/Shape

Organic Chemistry

Bonding

Thtering

Drill & Practice

Demonstration

LAMS: General college dismistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

TG 003 - 34
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Eg2gg6LHANI: CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS (Continued)

pESCRIPTION: This tutoring_program will_help students vlsualize two7dimensional drawings of organic

moIecules_in 3-D. _The drill segment& are appropriate for individual use or as

demonstration-aid fot classroom lecture. Included are recognition of sawhorse and Newman

projections of methane, ethane, and butane.

tgiafigUitag: POLYMERIZATION

Pm NUMBER: AP705

TOPICS: Polymer Chemistry

Organic Chemistry

MU: Tutoring

Slalation

Demonstration

LIMA: High school Chemistry

eneral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

latZLIMME:

ERIMBOAME:

RUKAMICE:

TOPICS:

This tutorial program was_designed to introduce the concepts of addition and condensation

polymerization_to the user._ Parts otthe program could We used as a classroom

demonstration or lecture aid. Extensive documentation and background information is

available as TT 006.

ORGANIC NCIENCLATURE

AP705

Organic Nomenclature

YAW Drill El Practice

MEL& High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

pESCRIPTION: This drill and practice program generates structural formulae of organic compounds in

random sequence by functional groups and the user inputs the correct WPM: name of the
compound. There is a limited management system; user's score is kept by group of

problems.

CA-zispMmer 19 Hydrocaxbori Slalom tit:Lit-1.cm. Products
zsgammus: LAKE STUDY

4 6
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121203812&15

TOPICS:

LAKE STUDY (Continued)

Envirommtal Cbmistry

Problem Solving

Method* of Chemistry

USZE: Problem Solving

Simulation

klagel

ME2,1EIME:

No background in chemistry

High school science or thmistry

Advanced first year and middle leTel chemittry

This program guides the user through the steps of solving a scientific problera fish

kill in a hatchery. Animation_allovs the user to search_the library, to use colleagues'

expertise, to sample_and analyze Iake_water_and _o check the fish in order to identify

the pollutant_killing_the fist. In the second part of the program the user sets up

controlled experiments in the lab to check the hypothesis in part one.

=mum: POND STUDY

2LEE_NuNIKB: AP809

19212: Environmmtal Chemistry

Problem Solving

HettoAs of Chemistry

LIZA: Problem Seolving

Educatibnal Game

Simulation

No background in chemistry

High school science or thamitto

PRAIIRM7121: The user(s) is an ecologist who bas been asked to develop a hypothesis about what is

causing a fish kill. The report must be supported by experimental and literature data. A
simulated library and laboratory are available to the user. The same format as LAKE STUDY

(AP804) but less rigorous. Good application of scientific method.

nigasuals: POLERKRIZATION

RIILEMAB: AP705

12ZIGA: Polymer Chemistry

Organic Chemistry

ant TOtorift

SMulatim
Demmtration

TG 003 - 36 4 7
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ERNEE_Nangt POLYMERIZATION (Contin46d)

MEW High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

REEILIEUSE: This tutorial program vas designed to introduce the concepts of tddition and condensation

polymerization toithe user. , Parts afithe program could be used_as a classroom

demonstration-or lectUre aid. ExtenSive documentation and background information is

available as IT 006.

Emmijam: ORGANIC NOMENCLATURE

PIELEUMASE: AP705

12E10: Organic Womenclature

Drill & Practice

MEL& High_school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: .This drill and practice program generates structural formulae of organic compounds in

random sequence by functional groups and the user inputs the correct IUPAC_name of the

compound. There is a limited management system; user's score is kept by group of

problems.

=BALMS: DESIGN-A-DRUG

usgmum: AP701,IB701

2121:1-0: Pharmacology

Biochemistry:

Otganic Chemistry

Educational GA66

Problem Solving'

Simulation

General college chemistry

Advalmed first yeer and middle level chemistry

PESCRIPTION: liking a parent molecular structure that has active sites identified, the user selects an

atee or group to 0 added at each site_to form a_tranquilizer_drug whi:h the computer_then

"tests" for biological activity. The game_was_designed to timulate interest in_organic

and_medicinal_chemistry;_therefors,_trial_and error_can be used, but some knowledge of how

changes_in electronegativity, chargo and size affect "activity" of synthesized mOleCules

is helpful.

TG 003 - 37
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zsgeguAgn: POLYMERLAB

MEE-NUEDEE: AP702

MIGE: Polymer Chemistry

Analytical Chemistry

Instrumentation

MiEE: Educational Qme

LEMLE: Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

12E2MEIEN: using an adventure game format, this educational game allows students to use IR, DSC,

light scattering techniques, etc to identify an unknown polymer.

ZEINEACUNIE: Bum

=LUSE: AM%

Reaction Rates

Kinetics

Organic Chemistry

SiMilation

Data Cellection

Demonstration

LYME: Highachool_chemistry

General,college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

ESEILIEUET.: &manse this program allows Ale user to change either temperature or solvent concentration

or both, the effect of these variables on the me of reaction_can_be studiedeither by

an individual student or by a class as a whole if used as a demonstration aid.

=ULM: AMMON

RUMMER: AP603

232ZZA: Reaction Himhanisms

ILKE:

Organic Chemistry

Simulation,

Debehatration

Intreddde Concept

MILE: 'High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
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EMS& liatZ:

LIZESEMSE:

ANIMATION (COntiMied)

The ANIMATION of this program simulates thesmulti,step mechanism_of the_chlorination of

methane. A simultaneous printout at the bottom_of_the screen_keeps_tally of each species

in the mechanism. Because the_sequence may be stopped_and started:with keyboard commands,

this_program could be used as a lecture aid to introduce or demons=-ate reaction

mechanisms.

Ckimpter 20 Reactiort Eriergy arid Resectiori Kinetics

230ffiumg: MOLECCAR SPEED DISTRIBUTION

mums: AP603,111603

MEMP atistim

Reection Rate*

QS Lelia

YAM:

Walk

Demonstration

Introduce_Concept

Simulation

High sehOol-chedistry orsciehee

General college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

PESCRIPTION: The_ability to_graph_the speed distribution for a gas of your choice at many temperatures

on the same screen Nukes this simulation program a natural for classroom demonstration of

the reletionzhip between molecular speed and reaction rates. You can use a temperature

range from 1K to above 10,000K.

EmBAKANdg: GEhTRAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

12=2211121: AP1203,C01203

Interfacing

Data Collection

Data_Analysis

Interfacing

=LS: High school chemistry

amoral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

PLIGEZZINE: User_can_calibrate_and_test a thermistor or Blocktronic I interfaced to the computer. The

devices can then be used to monitor denges contismously or sample at interVals. Both

graphic and numeric data displays are available and data files can be created. The

written materials in LM 010, LM 002, And LM 003 contain specific instructions for

construction and use of the interface.devices.
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Teem=ftear's Oisidee: IMM/Maclearri Chmmistry

Makitufling: BUCL

USIA= kP604

732ELGE:

2ESEIMSE:

ikoztion Rates

Kinetics

Organic Chatistry

Simulation

Data_Collection

Demonstration

High school ctemistry

aneral college chVosistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Because this program_allows the_user to change either temperature or solvent concentration

or both, the effect of these variables on the rate of reaction can be studied--either by

an individual student or by a class as a whole if used as a demonstration aid.

nmalLUM ANDWMM

mmamm& mwks

Reaction Mechanisms

Organic ausistry

Simulation-

Deionstration

IhttedUde Concept

High_school

General_college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

PESCRIPTION: The ANIMATION of this program simulatit the multi-step mechanism of the chlorinstion_of__

=thins. A sieultandoue printout at the bottom of the screen keeps tally of each species

in the mechanism. Becamic the sequence may be stopped and started_with keyboard commands,

this program could be used as a lecture aid to introduce or demonstrate reaction

mechanisms.

npaguma: MINERAL RESOURCES

MILNUUME: AP1107,ATS07

Energy

Problem So Ivim

IntrOdUce COndept

Tutoting

Problem Solving
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Bleat4 /16/11: MINERAL RESOURCES (CetitinUed)

UMW No background in chemistry

High school science or_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

TaCRIPTION: Me introduction of this program can be used as a lecture aid to introduce students to the
concepts of and the relationship between energy and entropy. It could also be used for
tutoring an individual. The problem solver has the challenge of maintaining_the supply of

"metallium" for a 50-year period at a reasonable price_by exploring:for new resources,

liking more efficient mining technology, recycling, finding substitutes for metaIlium or
using tax breaks.

amisti.ms: BEGIIMING mow

=Lamm AP6014B601

I2EI5E: Thermodynemics

Energy/Enthalpy

Drill & Practice

High schoOl-theMiStry

erieral-college chitistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

pusBIELLO: This drill_and_practice_programihas almanagement system and hint Sectiont that hell) the
user work randomly assigned problems in beginning thermodynemict.

ZEMBALnia: RATES

DIELEMBAER: AP601,IB601

12pICS: Reaction Rates

Kinetics

mat Erebenstration

Deta Collection

Simulation

High schoolichemistry

General college chemistry

PESCRIPTION: Uter_inputs quantities of reactants in this "clock"_reaction_simulation of the hydrolysis
ofit-bUtyl chloride and times the reaction_ in_real _or-compressed, tie*. A color_monitor,
Makes this a more effective classroom demonstration, but it can be saticfACtOrily uted for
data collection with b/w monitor.
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rEmsgujes: KINETICSA SIMULATION LAB

aluguggr: AF601,IW6Ol

Reaction Rates

IZEGEZEILSE:

Kinetics

Laboratory Techniques

Situlation

ft*, LibiDitauttiOn

Data Collection

Higb_school chemistry

General college chemistry

Use this simulttion program as a preelat practice or-to actually cellect data fer the

starah,lodine cloak reaction. Excellent graphics and specific ihatrdatiOne_take the titer

through the lab-prOcodUre, choOking solutions, tinting glassware) and liking the

soldtions. Options include setting temperature and selecting different concentrations of

all solutions.

rEgagm_figsg: NEMS OF REACEION

PIALIMIZE: API20I,C0l2Ol

22LEE: Enerty/Enthalpy

Chemical Reactions

Thermodynamics

UM: Data Collection

Data Analysis

Little-taint

High school science or chemistry

General_collegotchemistry

Advanced first yoar amd middle level chemistry

pESCRIPTION: Use ttiS program te collect dttaehile the thitical reaction is in progress using a

thertal probe inttrfaced to_the computer._ Other programs owthe_disk_will calibrate_the

prat* and analyze the data collected.Requires adaptartox_and_thermistorAdditional

background and information are available in LM 005. Use a classroom demonstration or for

student data collection in the laboratory.

122MMIlidg:

DIELIONS:

PHOTOCHRCEIC EMUS

APl202,C01202

UMP kinetics

Transition_Netal Ministry

Reaction Rates

TG 003 - 42
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MEAtilha: PHOTOCHROMIC KINETICS (Continued)

PEEETIUM:

Caus.pt(Tsr.

Mati

DIELIAME:

TOPICS:

DESCRIPTION:

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Interfacing

General College Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduatechem

Thit_Otogrea interfadet With a "BlOCktiOnic" coloribeter te Meature the re

decay of heavy metal complexes that have been rediated with stecing visible

programs on the disk may be used for data analysis. Requires the use ofan

Blocktronic I. Additional background and lab procedure is available in LM

2 1 chemical Equilibrium

EXCESS

AP301i1B301

Acid-Base Chemistry

Steichiometry

Equilibrium

Demonstration

Introduce_Concept_

Post Lab Discussion

High scheel-ChiMittry

General college_chelittry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

te of thermal

light. Other

adapter box and

002.

EXCESS_was designed_for classroom demonstration to introduce_the concept of_excess

reagent. It is especially effective for_showing what happens to the pH of the solution as

you get close to the endpoint of a titration, since the computer calculates the pH as well

as the moles of excess reagent and moles of water formed.

Emasajoa: TITRATION CURVES

AP501,I3501

Acid-Base-Chemistry

Analytical CheMiStry

EqUilibius

Tutor

Demonstration__

Introduce Concept
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)2=-2;130:

TITRATION CURVES (Continued)

Gcneral college chemistry

Advanced first_year_and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

Because this program allows the user to input the name, dissociation constant, and the

concentration of the acid, it could be used to introduce the concepts of weak, diprocic,

and triprotic acids by comparing the graphs of their titrations with a strong base. A
printout of the concentrations of B+, HA, B, and A- at every .25 change in pH is
available. The explanation section is good for tutoring the user.

12MSEUME: ACID STRENGTH

DIELE22121:

TOPICS:

Virg:

Wig

DESCRIPTION:

ZEZZA/12i2SE:

MUMMER:

=GE:

AP5UI,IB50I

Acid-Base Chemistry

Equilibrium

&olution Chimiatry

Demonstration

Introduce Concept

Tutoring

High school-chemistry

General college choidatty

The first screens of this program are tutorial on the concept of the dissociation of

strong and weak acids. For demonstration or to use tbe program to introduce the concept,

start with the graphic representation of the dissociation of MX to H+ and X-, then watch

the acid molecules dissociate on screen and compare the percent dissociations that are

calculated.

EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION

AP60101B601

Equilibrium

Chemical Reactions

Deldflattetion

Siedlation

Introduce Concept

High echool_chemistry

General_colIege chemistry

Advanced fitst year and Middle level chemistry

EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION program allows_the user to choose the time

the original_concentrations of the reactants and products for the

and_ethanol to form water and ethyl acetate. This reaction takes

to equilibrium in real time. The graphic form of data display is

classroom demonstration.

TG 003 - 44
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=MUM: AN EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION

DISK NUMBER: AP603,1B603

num: Equilibrium

Chemical Reactions

Reaction Ratet

Demonstration

Introduce_Concept

Simulation

LEVELS: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

AdVanced first year And middle level chemistry

MERIZEM: This simulation of the formation of_HI_from_its elements shows the activation energy

curvevit_allows the user to input beginning concentrations of reactants and product and

to upset.the equilibrium once it is achieved. If ymu tat gting to use thiF for a

classroom demonstration, decide before class what values to input, since some

concentrations require longer than a class period to come to equilibrium--but maybe you

want to &GU students how long it really takes for this to happen!

PROGKNURAME: KINTHERM and KOTHERM STANDARDS

RIAL12322: LP606

TOPICS: Thermodynamics

Kinotica

Equilibrium

Data Analysis

Simulation

Demonstration

MAW GOOeral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduatia chem

DESCRIPTION: For advanced_students_who uant a dhallenge, this is itl_ User may input,equilibrium

constants and time and the program plots the concuntration-tift curves for the_reaction.

For classroom lectUreahd demonstrationv_the KINTAERM STANDARDS program has eight curves

obtained from KINTHERM that can be used for comparative purposes.

Egmasuag: BALL TOSS

=UMW AP6OI,IB60I

=SE: Equilibrium

Simulation

Demonstration
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nggRA_BAdE: BALL TOSS (Continued)

Unkci: High_schooi_chemistry

General college chemistry

a202112E: This_is,a very sieplified simulation of equilibrium, using bills to_ represent reactants

And products. The user inputs the number of initial reactants and products and forward

and reverse rates. The computer calculates the equilibrium constant. Theuser can_compare

constants based on different concentrations (different number of balls) of reactants and

products.

2EggEW_BaME: REACTION RATES

niummam: AP60I,10601

1210: Equilibrium

Reaction Rates

WA: IFemonstration

Siadlation

Introduce elc.ntept

High sehoolichemistry

General college chemistry

PESCRIPT1ON: The user inputs the initial forward and reverse reaction rates and the computer

graphically demonstrates how the number of reactants and products changes over time._ The
user can watch equilibrium being established. The changing populations are given in bar

vaphLand numerical ratio formsThis program can be used as an individual student

assignment or for classroom demonstration.

nmazAMP EQUIL TIC-TAC-TOE

EMJENE: AP60.15603

TOPICS: Equilibrium

Problem Solving

NEU: Educational Gale

*Problem Solving

Review Concept

LULA: High school chemistry

General college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DISCRIPTION: Correct answers to solution and acid-base equilibrium problems earn the users E's or O's

on the Tic-Tac-Toe board. User(s) should have a calculator handy. An excellent way to

apply the equilibrium concepts.
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TO III: Cbusiptem- 22 P-Jt SERAPHIM

niggliajta: SULFURIC ACID

PIZJEZEIZ: AP801,AT801,C0801,1B801,MC801

MEM: Industrial Chemistry

Equilibrium

Problem Solving

WM:

LUISA:

Simulation

Problem Solving

Tutoring

High school science_or_chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Use this simulation program to help studentt apply the chemical principles of reaction

=tat Ind equilibrium. The user selects the starting materials and reaction conditions to

get the greatest possible yield with the least pollution_emission and for the lowest cost.

The introduction of the program can also be used for tutoring.

ZECEBILIWZ: ON

WM: Equilibrium

Solving

Laboratory Ted:agues

USE: Simulation

Problem Solving

0eneral_college Chemistry

Advanced first_year and middle:level chemistry:

Advanced mizargraduate or first year graduate clam

DESCRIFTION: The user of this program Will be applying the equilibrium concept to the production of

xenon fluorides. Not only does the user control temperature_and_pressure_of the_gases,

but also manipulates_the_valves in the_vacuum system on_the screen. Student users will

need backwround before starting this lab simulation. There is excellent documentation on

the back of this disk.

Cl-impt*r 22 OxiclattiorkRmductiom Ráacvtióñ.

=BALM: GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

RISLUMMIE: API203,001203

DEM: Interfacing
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__Weamm MIX/Mo.:barn ChemmistrS,

DEER6UNIE:

MU:

GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING (Continued)

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Interfacing

=Lk: High_school chemistry__

General college cbemistry

Myer:red first year and middle level chemistry

REEEIELME:

BMW Liktil:

12111L/AME:

User can calibrate and test a thermistor or Blocktronic I interfaced to the computer. The

devices can then be used to monitor changes continuously or sample at intervals. Both

graphic and numeric data displays are available and data_files can be created. The

written_materials in LM 010, LM 002, and LM 003 contain specific instructions for

construction and use of the interface devices.

ARADAY 2 (and FARADAY AID)

AP603,1B803

12ZIGE: ElictrochemisVry/ElecVrolysis

Chemical Reactions

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

WEATIME:

EIENEML.B6HP

PIEL129121:

Tutoring

Demonstration__

Data Collection

High school-science or Chemistry

General collete Chemistry

The instruction section of this program introduces the concepts of electrolysis, coulombs,

and_Faradays. _The user may set the temperature, pressure and time (and if you have

paddles, can change the amount of current) in ttis electrolysis of water siMaation and

then read the volume of each gas collected in order to calculate the value of a Faraday

(see Faraday Aid for help). Tha simulation itaelf could be used as a lecture aid to

introduce the topP.s of electrolysis or redox reactions.

CHEMICAL HANGMAN (1 Of 3 CHEMISTRY GAMES)

AP20I,I820I,TR001

MICE! vocabdlary

GóflórAl Retriew

Review

Educational Game

LEMLE: High sthool chemistry

aeneral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
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TO III : Camp t et x 2 2 Proj I3C't SIEFUtPHIM

CHEMICAL HANGMAN (1 OF 3 CHMISTRY GAMES) (Continued)

DESCRIPTION: StUdentt tan revieW,CheMittry Vedabdlaryiby playing the traditional game of HangSan._

Terms ihdlUde_orgenic family names, vocabulary from atomic and molecular structure, gas

laWs, tharledyhaMics, solutions* equilibrium, periodicity, and bonding.

mgmujams: ELECTRODEP

RIELAUMEE: AP604

TOPICS: Electrochemistry, Electrolytis

OxidatiOn-Reduction Chemistry

Atomic Structure

Data_Collection:

Pre-Iab Discussion

DementtratiOn

LAYLLii High icheol Chemittry

General college chemistry_

Advanced first year and middle level .chemistry

PEE112112E:

ZESSIaLtilig:

PISLESSIE:

META:

Use thiot program as a pre-LO discmzsion if you assign an electrodeposition lab. Correct

lab procedure is simulated. Othervite use as a demnstration Where you collect data to

tolVe for equivalent weights of copper or a mystery metal. User has option of controlling

time and current.

REDOX GAME

AP306

Oxidation-RedUction Chieistry

Milk: Lducational Game

Problem Solving

=Lk: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chCoistry

MOLE= To be a winner of this nbigh_veltage_game,'!_you_need a_table_of_Electrode Potentials, a _

fast_keyboard_finger,_and_the_luck_of the random draw from the computer's data base. TWo

players can be accommodated at a time.

flgafiLlaBE: CHEMICAL PURSUIT

Rujuivsz: AP206

MENA: General Review
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Teiau=kwamir Claetmistry

MagaliatZt CHEMICAL PORSU/T (Continued)

LIMP Educational Game

Review Concepts

MEW High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

=UMW Based on ths format of Trivial_Pursuit, this educational game has questions from physical,

crlanic, inorgsnic, periodic trends, history, and strucurre categories. A Maximum of four
players,_with calculators and periodic tables, can play. On the same disk (0206) are
file programs that allow the instsuctor to edit or add questions to the game file.

=Balm: L1MITTNG REAGENT

=JAM: AP306

EOM: Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Stoichiommtry

RUE: Problem Solving

Drill & Practice

LEW: High school chamdstry___

General_collegs chamidtry

Advanced first year and middle level cisemistry

ESEEZZLISE: This program has a series of four redox reactions that have a minimum of three reactants.
The user is to find the limiting reactant. Hints are provided and the user's score is
kept. Useful as individual practice or quiz.

12ffigatUNZ: CIHNICAL DUNGEONS

jussmin: AP602

=QS t PrOblei Solving

Solution Chemistry

Chemical Reactions

LIZE: Educational. Game

Problem Solving

=Sat High school_chemistry___

Gemeral_college chemistry:

Advanced first ymar and middle level dmistry

ln this Chemical adventure game the user solveschemistry-related problems in order to get
thrfthithe dungeon alive with the treasureMs_dungeon_has_51 rooms with eleven
chatidil problems to_be_aolved.A roving_professorAnines the user on different aspects
Of Chemistry from a bank of randomly accessed questions.
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mightum: BALANCE

pan NUMBER: AP6OI

=GE: Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Drill & Practice

=LE: High schoe. chemistry

General college chemistry

=UMW User chooses the number of oxidetion-reduction equations to solve and whether to use the

printer or screen to "check" user's solutions. Modification guidelines are available in

AM009.

USE-MBER:

Electrochemistry

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

AP601,IB601

MR: Drill & Practice

GeneraLconege dbemisVry

Advance,. first year and middle level chi:ditty

AdVanciO undergraddete or first year iraduate Chemistry

pESCRIPTION: This_program offers the user a choice of the number of problems on calculating cell

voltages at standard and non-stsndard conditiona and an option of checking user's work on

the screen or printer. Help and hint* are available when wrong answers areinput.

Modificstion guidelines for this program are availMle in AM009.

Chmptser 23 Eimunnetrits of Peericod Tftrmes

Chmsvtftr 24 Time MS:M.-0.10 of Or0txp I

Chmptmr 25 Mftm Mmtak1ss.0ff Orovap MI

Chlap"tmr 26 Mum Trimmol'tiork Mot/ma*

IBERELBAM: PHOTOCHROMIC KINETICS

DIALMIEB: AP1202,001202
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Teliali=kmartis Guidon: III/Mocimmrri Cleiewmistry

nifirdstUMEZ: PHOTOCHROMIC mimics (Continued)

TOPICS: Kinetics

Transition Metal Chemistry

Reaction Rater

LIMP

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Interfacing

General_ColIege Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle,IeveI chemistry,

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate thee

PESCRIPTION: This program interfaces with a "BlOcktimaiie colorimeW to measure the_rate_of_thermal

deday of heavy metal complexes that have been radiate,l_with_strong_visible light._ Other

programs on the diet may be used_for data analysisRequires_the_use ofan adapter box and

Blocktronic I. Additional background and lab procedure is available in LM 002.

Cliptevir 27 Alumimum and Mom Mettallaids

_IMMUNE: LAKE STUDY

DIEE_EgmEEE: AP804,AT804

TOPICS: Environmental Chemistry

Problem solving-

Methods Of Chenittry

Problem_Solvinp

Simulation

No bacftround i emistry

High sdhool scier::o. or Chinistry

Advanced firat yer. and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program guides '1,4_ures_cha whAte steps of solving a scientific problem--a fish

kill in_a hatchery. Aateftrion L.Guls the user to search_ tin library, to use colleagues'

expertise, to sample iurt tw!vmit lmknwater, and to ctecA the fith in order to identify

thepollvntkilhzig t!le fiat. I, the second part of the program the user sets up

controlled kr.eperiltvitz in lab tr check tha hypothesis in part one.

1222WURS: POND STUDY

ATJBLEME: AP809

IMEEE: Environmental Chemistry

Problem Saving_ .

Mathode of CCOMittry
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nifigfinlitlE: POND STUDY (Continued)

MEE: Problem Solving

Educational Quo

Simulation

LER& No background in chemistry

High school science or chemistry

DESCRIPTION: .The_user(s) is an ecologist who has bean asked to develop a hypothesis about What it

causing a fish kin. The report must be supported by experimental and literature data. A
shmlated library and laboratory are Available to the user. The same format as LAKE STUDY

(AP804) but less rigorous. Good application of scientific method.

Clmatp tear 243 Nit ra sem arid I t m Camp aimmil

Cftexp 'tmx- 2 9 Su. 1 fur arid I t Camp couriel m

nitimusom: SULFURIC ACID

mmummr maxim, 00801,31804M101

MELO: Industrial Chemistry

Equilibrium

Problem &aving

WM: Sheulation

Problem_SoIving

Tutoring

MEW High SthOtil-science or chmiiStrY

Wdieral college_dhemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Use this simulation program to help students apply the Chemical principles of reaction

rates and equilibrium. The user selects the starting materials and reaction conditions to

get the greatest possible yield with the least pollution emission and for the lowest cost.

The lat:cri,,ction of the program can also be used for tutoring.

C.11,A.ptat= 0 ThAs Hes laza= Fani1y

xrioN

12M,:.Z.21; z.-m

12EZZ:
S.nving

L nrcelniques
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Teum=1-iew=!se_ IIM/Macleirrx Ckx.ewmist.ry

Magistum: XENON (Continued)

Simulation

Problem Solving

LIMA General college chemistry

Advanced first yeas and Riddle level chemistry

Advance:I undergraduate or first year graduate chem

DESCRIPTION: The user of this program Will be applying the equilibrium concept to_the production_of

xenon fluorides. Not only does the user control_temperature_and_pressure of the gases,

but also twedpulates_the_valves in_the vecuum system on the screen. Student users will

need_background_before starting this lab simulation. There ii excellent documentation on

the back of this disk.

CftmpteTer 31 nmelicsmolmivity

nmamAmp incus

MMAMMM: API001

=Ma: Nuclear auTmistry/Radiation

Atomic Structure

Siailation
Demonstration

Data CoI!ection

No background in theMiStry

High sdheel science or Chemistry

General college chemistry

pESCRIPTION: Collea_tbe data from three or more successive runs of this_program to illuttrate the

"randomness" of radioactive decay. The graphicS in this program are suitable for use as a

classroom demenstration that simulates the decay of 1000 atoms of a mystery substance. A
hard copy of the data can be obtained or a bar graph is available an screen.

Gemtemreal Reaviesw RemammmrulmULomms

ThmilLuts: COMICAL SEARC2I

mune: AP9020AT901#009020HC902

MEM: Descriptive-Chemietry

Problem Solving

General Review

Mgt Review COncept_

Problem Solving

Drill & Practice
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=mum- cloaca, swat (Continued)

MULE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year And Middle level chemistry

ItIELTZUB: Use this program to review andlor reinforce the way in which the chemical and physiaal

properties of compounds can_be used to distinguish between them, either On1an individual
student_basis or in the classroom by dividing the class into teems, competing on the basis
of number of clues necessary before tbe "unknown" is properly identified.

DMIttet-101Z: Ass Gas

RIELIMMAR: AP501,IB501

mum: Descriptive Chemistry

Problem Solving

General Review

142LE:

LIME:

Educational Gals

Review Moncepts

Prob lem So lying

High school chemistry_

General college Chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The physical and chemical properties of 6 compounds are randomly revealed to the user; the
object of the game is to match the properties given with one of 17 possible compounds in
the memory bank. This method of review and problem solving could be used by one or two
individual players, or by a class that is divided into teams.

: cimeRoP

pIELNUMB: AP902,C0902

MENE: Evescriptive Chemistry

Analytical Chemistry

Problem Solving

Problem Solving

Review ConoepU

LEAP migh school Chemistry _ -

eneral enlists(' chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level c4im4'st2y

lagmln121: Using basic laboratory testa to determine its chemical and physical properties, the user
identifies the untnown compound selected by the computer This program could be used for
review and for developing some problem-solving skills.

131Mfinjagg: CHEMICAL DUNGEONS

AP602
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Tesancftemr's Oisideft: III/Mode:urn. Cticlftmist.x-Y

EIMILLENS: CdEMICAL DUNGEONS (Continued)

TOPICS: Problem Solving

Solution Chemittry

Chemical Reactions

NUE: Educational Game

Problem Solving

LUEL§: High sr:hoed:chemistry :

dieralicollege_chiMittry:,

AdVariCed fire. yeat And middle level chemistry

Emmanagg: In this chemical adventure game the user solve& chemistry-related problems in order to get

through the dungeon alive with the treasure. The dungeon has 51 rooms with eleven

chemical problems to be solved. A roving professor quizzes the user on different aspects

of &ministry from a bank of randomly accessed questions.

ggcsaatufig: Chemical Hew=

MOUSE: A7201,18201,TR001

2:2E121: Vocabulery

Genarad Review

Review

Eduditienil Qom

LEM: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

REEEZELES: StUdditte bah rineieti:cheMistry votabaltey by 04040g the traditidail game of Hangman._

Ter& intlUdaorganic family names,.vocabulary from atomic end molecular structure, gas

laws, thermodynamics, solutions, equilibrium, periodicity, and bonding.

ZICSIMLIUM: aUSCICVL PURSUIT

Lagugasim AP206

eneral Review

RES: Educational Game

Review Concepts

WIZA: High se-tool-chemistry :

General-college_cittry
Adeahaid fitit year And middle level chemistry

Bass& on the format of_Trivial_Pummuit,_this edbcational game has questions_from physical,

organic, inorganic, periodic trends, history, and structure categories. A maximum of four

players, with calculators and periodic tables, can gay. On the same disk (0206) are

file program that allow the instruztor to edit or add questions to the game file.
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BOHR ATOM

Written by Robert Rittenhouse

SERAPHIM APPLE DISK AP2O1

wREN-To-usE-THIS-PROGRAN

TUNS: Atomic Orbitals
Atomic_Structure
Electron Configuration

DESCRIPTION:

This program is an effective lecture aid in teaching the
following concepts related to characteristics of electrons and
atomic structure.

I) You_can_show that_an_electron_must_have_exactIy_the
right energy1 photon to_raise_it from-ground state to an
excited-state. It cannot-"save" energy from
successive low=energy "hits" and-it cannot "give
change" when a photon of too-high energy striket;

For'examplei_to:raise the_eIectron_from energy_level_I
t6 Ievel_4_requires_a_photon_that_has_a_wavelength_of_
97 nanometers__By_changing_the_waveIength_to_either_96
or_98_nanometersi_you can_show_that_the electron is not
affected by either of these wavelengths.

2) The simulation-clearly shows-that the_electron must :

absorb energy_to go to a higher:energy level:and_that
energy is given off, when it falls back to a lower
energy level.

3) The graphic_representation_shown on_the_right side of
the-simulation-screen relates the animation-to the
diagrams of the-hydrogen-spectrum usually shown_in
chemistry teXt books.- Theilines_on the graph appear
simultaneously with the animation.

4) Because_the energy_of the photon_is related to wave
length on the screen, the relationship between wave
length and frequency and the relationship between
frequency and energy of radiation can be emphasized.

5) when_the electron is_excited_frovenergy level one to
Ievel_four, it_ is done in one jumpI_when it falls_i
however, it comes down in two=stages--to level two and
then to level onet Use_this simulatica to explain why
a one-electron system can have a multiple of spectral
lines.
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HOW TO USE THIS PROGRAM

ihUUDWARE/MEMORY REQUERMENTS:

This program will run on any of the Apple II family, with
1 disk drive, DOS 3:3.

GETTING STARTED:

Copy tha documentation (side 2 of the master disk) on a__
separate ditk before making a print out. Do not attempt to use
the back side of_the disk more than twice to insure the integrity
of the master disk. To make a copy of tide 2,_boot up an Apple
System Master, DOS 3.3, and type RUH_COPYA. Press RETURN.
Follow the instructions of the program, using side 2 of the
master disk as the source disk.

Boot up Disk #201 by inserting the disk into the disk
drive, cLosing_the_disk drive door, and turning on the_computer.
You will find_the switch on the left-hand side oh the back of the
Apple. TUrn on the monitor. The Project SERAPHIM title page
should appear on tne screen.

RUNNING /Et 0ROGRAK:

Prtum RETURN until the Program EntrieS menu appears and
choose C.::-_SOHR ATOM,by using the => key to move the highlight
to #12. Press RETURW and the ptogram will load.

The_program has two pageS_Of_introduction and one-page_Of
instructions._ You_can ge_badk_to,theiinstruction page from any
point in the program by pressing the / key.

Whea:the_tiMulation page is on the sCreen, you may use any
of the following commands:

Press F to fireiphotonsitif_the_WaVelength-indicated
iNote that_the instruction& indicate that_you can
get continuous photons-firing byiusing the REPEAT
key. On_Apple models-that-do not haVe_the REPEAT
keyi_just hold the F(ire) key doWn

=-> to increase the waVelefigth being fired
<-- to decrease_ the =wavelength being fired (note_that

the_wavelength_range_is_from 80=130 nanOMeters)
I to go_back to_the instruction page
E to see the_examplei which Shaft yed_the_numerical

values_of-the first fOUt_ehergy_levels_in the
hydrogen-atom. :It alSO:ShOWs the_partial
calculation of_the_W&Velength_necessary to excite
the electron froth the first to the second energy
level.



page 3

GETTING OUT OF THE PROGRAM:

Press X to exit_the_program The simulation will remain
on the_screen. If you wish to use another program
on_this disk, reboot the disk by turning off-the
machine and turning-it-back on or press CONTROL,
the OPEN APPLE and RESET at the same time. Take
the disk out of the disk drive ONLY when the red
light on the drive is out.

TO MAKE A SEPARATE PROGRAM DISK:

If_you wish to copy this program to another disk, follow
the directions found in "How to Make Your Own Seraphim Disk."
You will need to copy the following files from your master disk:

HELL)]. SCRBOHR=I.PAK
AUX SCR=BOHR=2.PAK
BOHR.OBJ SCR=BOHR-' PAK
UNPACKER SCR-BOHR-4.PAK
BOHR SCR-B0HR-5.PAK
BOHR.SH SCR-BOHR-6.PAK

SCR-BOHR-7.PAK
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SERAPHIM

University
MI 48197

Your name:Tr Ow
NSF Science_Education
Department_of_Chemistry
Eastern Michigan
Ypsilanti,

Address:

City:_ State: ZIP:
Country:

ISICDPEE: See SERAPHIM Catalogue for details; prices are per disk, not per program.

Order No. Description Quantity Price Total

006

111 _07

SERAPHIM Catalo ue 1 free

Software-List 1 8.00

Lft 999 *Laboratory_Module_Package (disks and written, 1 40.00

IB 888 *IBM Disk Package (2186 edition: 20 disks) 1 95.00

AP 999 *Apple Disk Package (7/85 edition: 34 ditkt) 1 160.00

AP 888 *Apple-Disk-Package (2186 additions: 20 disks) 1 95.00

Postage & Handling: US.A. Orders _2.00 2.00

Postage & Handling: Foreign Orders 10.00

TOTAL

* PaCkage description on reverse side.

Trojea STAMM Department of Chemistry
Eastern Michigan University

0
NSF Science Education Ypsilanti, MI 48197

SEND rl'CO:

NCOTE: Payment must
accompany all orders.
Make checks payable to
Project SERAPHIM.

tv CDT 3E: : To get on
Your name:
Address:

our Mailing List to receive
Project SERAPHIM News as
well as all announce-
ments and updates, check

, City: State: ZIP: here:
Country:

9/23/86



ORDERING INFORMATION

124 999 Laboratory Module Package for Atio-Le,.

Contain* Liberatory Medules LM 001 through LM 008 plus Apple disks AP 1201; 12021
1203. (Package released as of 7185.)

$40 prepaid; plus postage and handling.

MB SEM IBM PC Package of 20 diskt and docuMentation.

Contains ID 101; 102,_104;_201, 202,_205; 301, 304, 305;:4431, 402; 501, 502; 6010
603; 7014 703; 802; 902; 1001. (Package released as of 2186.)

1;95, prepaid; plus postage and handling.

AP 999 Apple Disk Package of 34 disks and documentation.

Contains AP 101, 102, 103, 104; 201, 202, 204, 205; 301, 303, 304, 305; 401, 402,
433; 501, 502; 601, 602, 603; 701, 702, 703,_704; 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807,
806; 902; 1001. (Package released as of 7185.)

1; 160, prepaid; plus postage and handling.

AP 888 Apple Disk Padkage of 20 disks and documentation

Contains Als_105106,_1074_206;_306; 503; 604; 605; 606; 705, 706, 707* 708, 709,
710, 711, 712, 713, 714; 809; (Package released as Of 2/86.)

1;95 , prepaid; plus postage and handling.

SPEED lolourFt ORDER

1. Use this Order Form.

2. Use order numbers: e.g. LM 999, AP 101. Obtain these from the Cataloeue.

3._ Payment must_accompany_all orders; inglysung purchase orders. Chetka should be made
payable to Project SERAPHIM. This is necessary to keep dUr prices at the present law
levels.

4. Postage and handling charged Are $2 for U.S., $10 for foreign. Order that do not include
these Charges will be returned.

5. Payments should be in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Foreign payments must use
international money orders or magnetically encoded checks.
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